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Introduction

As a member of the consortium for the "Computation and Prediction of Receptor−Ligand
Interaction" the Integrated Publication and Information Systems Institute, GMD−IPSI ,
Darmstadt, participates in the national joint project RELIWE. Docking−D is the part of
RELIWE which considers heterogeneous database support and in which GMD−IPSI takes
the leading role. In the current situation the receptor and ligand data used within the
project, either raw data or data derived during analysis, is extremely heterogeneous. Many
of these databases are supported by autonomous systems which employ different data
management facilities with heterogeneous data models, in particular dedicated file systems
with specialized retrieval and presentation functionality (e.g. PDB [1]) or a relational model
(e.g. Whatif [20]). In addition, the information is represented at different levels of detail (e.g.
sequence vs. structural data), with mutual inconsistencies in structure, naming, scaling,
and behavior, whereby much of this behavior is hidden in the implementation of the
autonomous systems. Thus the database system must enable integrated access to the
underlying, autonomous, heterogeneous information bases, but also has to allow the
integration of new datatypes (e.g. sequence and spatial data) and has to support associative
retrieval of the data. Different tools, like receptor−ligand docking algorithms, model
building tools for receptors or visualization tools, which are developed or provided by the
other partners within the project (e.g. Whatif, LUDI [2]), must be connected to the DBMS. 

Database Integration

There exist several approaches and projects which address interoperability or integration
of information bases. For an extensive discussion of related work see [3][11][12][20], which
give good overviews and present fundamental concepts including the terminology of the
different approaches, e.g., multidatabase systems, multidatabase languages, and federated
database systems. GMD−IPSI takes what is called the federated database approach. The
tools and techniques developed for semantic integration assist incremental integration
driven by actual information requests of end users and the dynamic maintenance of
integrated schemas driven by external schema evolution. This approach tries to meet the
requirements of realistic situations with a big number of external information bases. For
example, currently there are at least 100 databases known providing biomolecular
information. Due to their autonomy they are subject to schema change, which can not be
controlled globally. Therefore completely integrated views valid for all users can hardly be
achieved with reasonable effort. The complexity of the macromolecular CIF dictionary
definition [18], which is aimed at establishing a universal schema for molecular biology, is a
vivid illustration for that. 



Database integration steps can be partitioned into two conceptual layers: a syntactic
transformation phase and a semantic integration phase. 

Syntactic transformation phase. In the syntactic transformation phase, heterogeneous data
models have to be mapped to a uniform data model. This requires the translation of
manipulation languages and the transformation of diverse data formats as well as the
connection of external database management systems or other systems providing external
data. This step overcomes model heterogeneities by generating export schemas. 

To this end VML [9] , the data model of the open, object−oriented database system VODAK ,
is used as the canonical data model into which the external schemas are mapped. To use an
object−oriented data model as the canonical model is widely recognized as the right choice
for easier representation of external data models as well as for schema integration purposes
(see [8],[20]). Also, an object−oriented data model is considered to be very well suited to
allow a natural representation of the complexly interrelated biomolecular data, see e.g.[5]. 

A particular feature of the VML data model is the concept of metaclasses, which are
containers for classes. Metaclass schemas allow to adapt the data model to the needs of
particular application areas like database integration or biomolecular applications. For
example, one might introduce new semantic relationships between classes, like
generalization. The generalization relationship will turn out to be a central construction for
database integration. Another example is the sequenceof relationship between classes,
which allows to model a situation where an instance of one class is always related to a
sequence of instances of another class. This is a situation occuring typically in biomolecular
applications. The metaclass schemas are developed by model designers and are hidden
from the application schema developers, such that they do not have to bother with the
details of the realizations of such data model extensions. 

To provide functions to access an existing external database system from VODAK we
provide mechanisms using the openness of the data model. For example such mechanisms
have been developed to access data stored in the relational database system Postgres [10] .
Similar mappings can be provided for other relational systems thus providing access to data
like that stored in SESAM [6] or BIPED [7]. However most biomolecular databases do not
provide fine grained, explicitly structured data like relational databases do. They are
available in form of flat files, like PDB, Swissprot, PIR or PRF. Usually this requires
structural enrichment of the external schemas or file formats. This can be just parsing the
files, but in many cases the situation is more intricate. For example, the Whatif system
provides a substantial amount of code for analyzing PDB files in order to come to a
well−defined structural representation of their contents. It is also known that some of the
file formats used in biomolecular databases cannot be analyzed by means of a context−free
grammar, e.g. the present state of DDL/mmCIF [14]. 

Semantic integration phase. The semantic integration phase is needed to combine several
export schemas. On top of the bottom layer, i.e., on the basis of the uniform data model,
implicit structure and semantics have to be made explicit, inconsistencies in structure,
naming, and scaling have to be overcome, and semantic interrelationships between data
have to be acquired in order to establish integrated views onto the external resources.
Finally appropriate user views can be determined in order to specify one (or a couple of)
integrated schemas and/or individual application schemas. 



Semantic integration includes semantic enrichment which makes implicit structure and
semantics explicit and associates additional behavior, which is hidden in local application
programs or even worse in informal local conventions. A typical example of semantic
enrichment is resolving the literature citations, that are present in many protein databases,
like PDB, Swissprot etc., to actual references to database objects representing this
literature. This approach is realized in ENTREZ [16] and successfully employed for
retrieving relevant information for proteins from the literature. 

A declarative methodology to overcome heterogeneities typical for object−oriented
schemas, where the same concepts can be represented by different schema constituents
(e.g., classes, types, attributes) was developed. This allows the user to declare
correspondences between constituents of different kinds. Then the consistency of the
user−defined correspondences is checked and the heterogeneity of corresponding
subschemas is overcome by schema unification. This leads to augmentation of the
structural granularity, a form of structural enrichment. In addition, we develop concepts to
assist the detection of possibly corresponding subschemas using fuzzy terminological
knowledge about the application domain. Details about these techniques employed for the
final semantic integration steps are also given in [4],[13],[17],[19]. 

In the last step the integrated schema is generated by generalization. That is, classes are
constructed that are containers for the union of the instances of different classes carrying
information about the same real world aspect. For example a class for protein sequences
might be the generalization class of several classes in export schemas carrying sequence
information from different biomolecular databases. For overlapping instances
correspondence predicates have to be specified. This turns out to be a difficult problem in
biological databases as well−defined key properties are not available. For example,
although in principle an amino acid sequence uniquely defines a protein, this property
cannot be used for identification without careful examination, due to errors that might be
present in the sequences. Also often identifiers used in biomolecular databases are not
stable like the mnemonic names used in GenBank , DDBJ and EMBL. For an attempt to
resolve this problem see, e.g., [16]. Furthermore, for the correspondences between
properties appropriate methods have to be generated, which treat data conflicts for
overlapping instances. There are several strategies to overcome data conflicts, namely
prefer data from one database, aggregate conflicting data or ask the user to resolve the data
conflicts intellectually at query time. 

Transaction Management. In addition to solutions related to the various integration steps an
operational database system providing access to integrated views onto external resources
must also offer appropriate global transaction management. As an example consider the
scenario envisaged by NCBI’s GenBank [16] where researchers independently access and
update a biomolecular information base as a means for information exchange. Then a
transaction model able to support the concurrent access of these multiple users to the
integrated data has to address two main problems: At first, it has to provide for a high
degree of concurrency compared to conventional models, as transactions in an integrated
system are relatively long−lasting and complex. We solve this problem by utilizing semantic
information about methods, that is available in the VODAK data model, in the VODAK open
nested transaction concept [15] . The second problem is the integration of probably
different concurrency control and recovery schemes of the existing systems into a single
global transaction management. The open nested approach allows us to integrate without
changes the existing transaction management modules. 



Conclusion

We do not aim at a complete, global integrated schema, which overcomes all
heterogeneities, but rather want to assist the incremental design and maintenance of
integrated schemas, according to the specific needs of an integrated application. For this
purpose we developed an open object−oriented database management system, which is
operational, and a declarative methodology for schema integration. Nevertheless, this kind
of demand−driven database integration may contribute on the way of finding a global
integrated schema for biomolecular information bases by allowing to investigate
integration problems for partially integrated working systems. 
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